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Dear Friends of WSU Spokane,
Here it is - our first magazine! This inaugural 

publication documents significant milestones toward 
a deeply held community vision to create a world 
class health sciences education and research campus 
in the heart of Spokane.  It is my privilege to serve as 
chancellor with talented, dedicated WSU colleagues 
and staff, and outstanding community leaders as the 
vision becomes reality. 

 As you will see, we are educating team-oriented health care professionals who will serve in 
cities and rural areas.  We are making scientific discoveries that will improve the quality of care for 
patients.  We are in the center of a university district that, with our many partners, is transforming 
an urban neighborhood along the beautiful Spokane River and serving as an economic engine for 
the region. 

 Now it’s time to celebrate and spread the good news.  The dedication ceremony for our new 
state-of-the-art Pharmaceutical and Biomedical Sciences Building will be Friday, December 6, at 
1:30 p.m.  An amazing piece of art designed for the building will be dedicated at 4 p.m. Please join 
us for one or both of these events.

 Another milestone you will learn about in these pages is the nearly-completed move of 
the College of Pharmacy from Pullman to Spokane. The college is still in the early stages of an 
impressive plan for increased enrollment and recruitment of leading research faculty.

 A third milestone this fall is a cohort of second-year medical students on campus, the first 
group in the 40-year history of the University of Washington’s WWAMI (Washington, Wyoming, 
Alaska, Montana, Idaho) program to receive second year medical education outside of Seattle. 
This pilot program, uniquely delivered by our state’s two research universities and seed-funded 
by the community of Spokane, marks the beginning of the option for students to complete their 
entire medical education in Spokane, a community dream I learned about when I moved here in 
1981. We are committed to realizing our potential to “grow our own” physicians and biomedical 
researchers.

In this issue, we also feature the amazing Ellingsen family and our College of Nursing which 
prepares the most bachelor of science-trained nurses in the state. Please look for our second issue 
next spring when we will feature other WSU programs such as criminal justice and education, as 
well as some of the allied health programs offered by Eastern Washington University, our campus 
partner.

As we prepare to celebrate our new building, Pharmacy’s move to Spokane, and expansion of 
medical education, we remember that none of these milestones could have occurred without over 
two decades of support by Spokane civic leaders and state legislators, and the foresight of WSU 
Regents and President Elson S. Floyd in designating WSU Spokane as the university’s health sciences 
campus.

As I said two years ago at the groundbreaking for the new building I was privileged to attend in 
my former role as state Senator, “It’s all about the lab coats and scrubs!”

Go Spokane and Go Cougs!
 

Sincerely,  
 

Lisa Brown, Chancellor, Washington State University Spokane
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 At the time, Spokane already had 
doctors teaching medical students. In 
1974, the University of Washington (UW) 
School of Medicine’s WAMI (Washington 
Alaska Montana Idaho) program began 
sending third- and fourth-year students to 
do some of their clinical rotations in the 
city’s hospitals. (Wyoming was added to 
the partnership in 1996 and the acronym 
was changed to WWAMI.)

But Spokane’s leaders yearned 
for more. They courted UW medical school  

administrators, hoping to convince them 
to add a classroom component to the 
clinical instruction. Their persistence paid 
off when the WWAMI program agreed 
to send 20 first-year students to WSU 
Spokane in the fall of 2008.

Five years after that first class began, 
medical education on the downtown 
Spokane campus is thriving and growing. 
Among the signs of progress:
• The stated goal of training more doctors 
to serve eastern and central Washington is 

starting to be fulfilled. Of the 40 graduates 
from Spokane’s first two classes, eight now 
work in residency programs at Spokane’s 
Sacred Heart Medical Center. The location 
of one’s residency is often the most 
important factor in determining where 
physicians ultimately work. 
• Next fall, Spokane’s first-year class will 
expand to 40 as the 20 students who 
would have been assigned to the WWAMI 
class at WSU Pullman will instead be in 
Spokane.

Medical Education in Spokane:

 Growth 
is on the Way

For years, Spokane community 

leaders dreamed of a medical 

school in their city. Given its role 

as a regional health care hub, they 

reasoned, Spokane is a natural home  

for educating medical students.

By Doug Nadvornick

Caroline Yang was a member of the  
first Spokane medical education class.
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• This fall, WWAMI Spokane is also 
teaching second-year medical students. 
It’s the first time WWAMI has assigned 
second-year students somewhere other 
than Seattle. Fifteen members of last 
year’s Spokane class, plus two from the 
Pullman group and two from Montana, 
opted to participate in a new second-year 
pilot program. The group of 19 is testing 
a small-group learning model adopted by 
other medical schools around the country.
• Spokane now has its largest medical 
student contingent: 20 first-year, 19 
second-year, 15 third-year and eight 
fourth-year students, a total of 62.
• UW School of Medicine Dean Paul 
Ramsey, MD, and WSU Spokane 
Chancellor Lisa Brown, PhD, recently 
announced that Spokane’s medical school 
enrollment could increase to 80 first-year 
and 80 second-year students by 2019-20, 
if the legislature allocates money for it. 

Ken Roberts, PhD, 
who directs WSU 
Medical Sciences, 
said word has 
spread among 
WWAMI students 
that Spokane is a 
terrific place for 
medical students.

That message was reinforced during 
an August campus orientation session for 
Spokane’s new first-year medical students. 
When one asked a panel of second-
year students why they opted to stay in 
Spokane, rather than spend the year in 
Seattle, he heard a variety of reasons. The 
students here love the small class sizes 
and student-faculty ratios. They like the 
welcoming reception they’ve received 
from local doctors and the community. 
They like the relatively low cost of living 
and lack of traffic. They like the easy access 
to outdoor recreation. 

The majority of the students who come 
to Spokane choose it as their preferred 
venue. Now, with the class sizes growing, 
Roberts and his colleagues are working 
to more aggressively market the Spokane 
option to UW medical school applicants.

Widespread support
Support for medical education in 

Spokane comes not just from the students, 
but from elected and community leaders 
and the public as well. The most tangible 
sign of that is WSU’s new state-of-the-
art Pharmaceutical and Biomedical 
Sciences building on the university’s 
Spokane campus. (See more on page 5.) 
It’s a building that will not only house 
Spokane’s medical education program and 
a consolidated WSU College of Pharmacy, 
but also significantly add to the campus’s 
research infrastructure.

In addition to funding the building, 
the Washington Legislature, at the request 
of Spokane community leaders, allocated 
$6 million this year to support growth in 
medical education and research. 

To supplement the state funding, the 
private sector has contributed more than 
$2 million in seed money to fund the start-
up costs of second-year medical education. 
The Empire Health Foundation made an 
initial $850,000 grant. Community leaders 
Marty Dickinson and Tom Quigley joined 
Greater Spokane Incorporated to lead a 
campaign in which 14 local corporations 
and charitable organizations pledged 
another $1.45 million. Other community 
support comes from an organization that 
calls itself Friends of WWAMI Spokane. 
(See more on page 19.) 

Non-financial support comes from more 
than 60 eastern Washington physicians 
involved in medical education. Spokane 
doctors serve as preceptors, or mentors, 

who host first-year medical students in 
their clinics and hospitals for a half-day per 
week; others direct third- and fourth-year 
students in their clinical rotations. Some 
rural eastern Washington physicians host 
students for single-day visits during the 
academic year and for four-week stints 
during the summer. Doctors in Spokane, 
Colville, Yakima, and soon Coeur d’Alene, 
work at residency programs for new 
doctors who must undergo further training 
in their specialties before getting their 
licenses to practice.

On the WSU Spokane campus, WWAMI 
recently hired four physicians to serve as 
guides to second-year medical students 
as they work their way through the small 

Medical student Kacy Herron takes a patient 
history at Sacred Heart Medical Center.

Generous Donors Made 
Second Year Medical 
Education Possible 

Empire Health Foundation   
Avista
William H. Cowles Foundation
Providence Health Care
Washington Trust Bank
Sterling Savings
Rosauers Supermarkets, Inc
Inland Northwest Health Services 
Kalispel Tribe
Spokane Teachers Credit Union 
Asuris Northwest Health
Group Health  
Bank of America  
JP Morgan Chase Foundation

Ken Roberts, Director
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group pilot program. Four other physicians 
were hired to serve as college mentors to 
help them navigate the professional and 
personal transition to physicianhood.

Physicians, hospitals key
The recently announced goal that 

medical school enrollment will steadily 
increase to 80 first-year and 80 second-
year students by the fall of 2019 raises 
questions about the physical and human 
infrastructure needed to support students. 
For example, is there enough space on 
campus for 80 students per class? Yes, said 
Roberts, who pointed out the new building 
was designed for anticipated growth in 
medical education.

Are there enough doctors in the 
community willing to mentor medical 
students, both on campus (first- and 
second-year students) and in clinical 
settings (third- and fourth-year students), 
as the program grows? Deb Harper, MD, 
the UW’s former clinical assistant regional 
dean, said she’s optimistic about this, with 
more physicians showing interest in being 
involved as they learn about the options 
and required time commitments. 

A larger enrollment means more new 
physicians in the pipeline, with the hope 
that some will stay in eastern Washington 
and northern Idaho and alleviate the 
region’s doctor shortages, especially in 
small towns. 

But there is one problem that threatens 
to nullify the progress that’s been made. 

Once medical students graduate and 

become doctors, they must complete 
additional residency training in hospitals, 
usually three to seven years. That training 
is funded mostly by the federal 
government. In 1997, as part of its effort to 
balance the budget, Congress set caps on 
the number of residencies the government 
would support. Those caps are still binding, 
which makes expanding existing programs 
and creating new ones very difficult.

Community leaders are working 
with Washington’s federal elected 
representatives to lift the caps and/or 
develop new ways to create more residency 
slots. That work is progressing slowly. 

At the local level, advocates have set 
a goal of adding 150 new spaces for 
residents during the next 10 years. Work 

is underway to identify new training sites, 
such as Spokane’s Veterans’ Administration 
Medical Center, and to revive a psychiatry 
residency that will soon graduate its last 
physician because of funding issues. 

Taken altogether, Spokane has made 
remarkable strides in its work to increase 
its capacity for medical education. Word 
is spreading about the programs locally, 
especially among K-12 students and 
undergraduates interested in careers 
as physicians or other health care 
professionals. 

“I’m excited that children in Spokane 
and eastern Washington can look forward 
to the possibility of training to become 
doctors without having to move away from 
their families,” Harper said. 

WSU Spokane Chancellor Lisa Brown and University of Washington School 
of Medicine Dean Paul Ramsey have set these goals for WWAMI student 
enrollments in Spokane: 

Year First-year students Second-year students
2013-14 (current): 20 19
2014-15: 40 20
2015-16: 40 40
2016-17: 60 40
2017-18: 60 60
2018-19: 80 60
2019-20: 80 80

 
These goals would coincide with increases in the enrollments in third- and fourth-year 
clinical clerkship programs all over Washington and increases in the number of residency 
slots for new medical school graduates. 

Assistant professor Éva Szentirmai, PhD, right, works with first-year medical students.
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Andrea LazarusPhilip Lazarus

In June, scientists Philip and 
Andrea Lazarus moved their belongings 
across the country from Pennsylvania to 
Spokane. Coming from the prestigious 
Pennsylvania State University, they are 
among the latest faculty recruited by the 
WSU College of Pharmacy.  Their move is 
seen as another coup for the college as it 
expands and lures big-name researchers 
and scientists to Spokane. 

At about the same time, the college 
was right in the middle of its relocation 
from Pullman to the WSU Spokane 
campus.  That move, while much shorter 
than the Lazaruses’ cross-country trek, 
was similarly daunting.

“Colleges simply do not pick up 
and move 70 miles with any sort of 
regularity,” said Dean Gary Pollack, 
PhD. “No playbook exists for what we 
did. Combined with the aggressive 
programmatic build-out we are 
simultaneously undergoing, the impact 
to the Spokane campus is enormous.” 

The college had been operating on 
two campuses since 2002 when the 
third-year doctor of pharmacy program 
was moved to Spokane to give students 
more clinical opportunities. In August 
2011, some staff and faculty began 
moving or commuting to Spokane 
as part of the transition. By August 
2013 almost the entire college of 575 
faculty, staff and students was here. Few 
students, if any, detected anything but a 
smooth transition. 

“Not only has Gary overseen the 
move and the growth of the College of 
Pharmacy,” noted Chancellor Lisa Brown, 
“he’s concurrently been instrumental 
in the construction of the new 
Pharmaceutical and Biomedical Sciences 
Building that will house the consolidated 
college and medical education.” 

Pollack says there isn’t another 
academic pharmacy program in the 
country that has plans to add the number 
of faculty the college has already hired (a 
combination of 14 clinical and research-
active faculty in the last 13 months) and 
will continue to hire (20 over the next  
five years). 

Each research-
active faculty 
member—a 
researcher who has  
extramural funding 
and devotes 70 
to 75 percent 
of his or her 
time to research 
and graduate 

education—hires or brings two to three 
assistants who work in the research labs, 
meaning the college could house as many 
as 126 principal researchers, postdoctoral 
researchers and graduate students doing 
research. “This simply would not be 
possible without the new Pharmaceutical 
and Biomedical Sciences Building,” 
Pollack said. 

New hires reflect growing 
reputation of college

The recruitment of Philip and Andrea 
Lazarus, the faculty couple from Penn 
State, speaks highly of the WSU College 
of Pharmacy program.

Philip Lazarus, PhD, served as associate 
director of the Penn State Cancer Institute 
from 2003 to 2011 and successfully 

developed a multi-million dollar federally-
funded Center for Pharmacogenetics 
there. He has maintained a vigorous, 
federally-funded research program since 
1995 and was a tenured full professor 
at the Penn State College of Medicine. 
Lazarus is currently the chair of the WSU 
Pharmaceutical Sciences Department 
and holds a joint appointment in medical 
sciences. 

Lazarus’s recruitment was made 
possible by a grant from the Health 
Sciences and Services Authority (HSSA) of 
Spokane County which committed $1.8 
million for two start-up packages to lure 
national-level researchers to the college 
and for laboratory equipment for the  
new building.

Andrea Lazarus, PhD, is a new clinical 
professor in the college and also has 
been appointed assistant vice president 
for research, Clinical Health Sciences, a 
new position responsible for helping WSU 
Health Sciences develop a competitive 
environment for pursuing health-related 
research. She was administrator for the 
National Institutes of Health-funded Penn 
State Clinical and Translational Science 
Institute, which supports and cultivates 
turning laboratory-based findings into 
clinical practice. 

“Investing in nationally-recognized 
health sciences researchers helps 
us accelerate Spokane’s growth in 
biomedical research,” said Nancy Isserlis, 
HSSA Board chair. “Human capital is 
one of three categories of our research 
funding priorities,” she added. “The 
researchers in which we invest must bring 
up to $1.5 million in current funding 
with them and spend 75% of their 
time engaged in research here.  WSU’s 
approach under Pollack, and with our 
support, is catalyzing this effort. It’s very 
exciting.” 

Pharmacy Move
Expands Enrollment, Research on Campus

Gary Pollack, Dean

By Terren Roloff
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The new Pharmaceutical and 
Biomedical Sciences Building scheduled to 
open in January mirrors the Spokane River 
and reflects the fir, spruce and maple trees 
on WSU Spokane’s park-like campus. The 
ground-to-roof windows responsible for 
the reflections are but one of the building’s 
many outstanding features. 

“This is a game changer!” exclaimed 
Greater Spokane Incorporated CEO Rich 
Hadley. “The community effort to get the 
building, the economic development it 
will bring to Spokane, and the resulting 
campus growth all tell a fascinating story.”

“It is equivalent to the best 
pharmaceutical and biomedical sciences 
building anywhere in the nation,” said 
Gary Pollack, dean of the College of 
Pharmacy. “It will be second to none.”

Housing the just-consolidated College 
of Pharmacy, the Medical Sciences 
program, and several researchers 
from both programs, the building’s 
interdisciplinary nature is expected to 
encourage collaboration among students, 
faculty, and researchers. 

The four-story, cascading, contiguous 
staircase adjacent to the sweeping 

windows that look north towards the river 
are architectural features that contribute 
to that collaborative spirit, providing a 
natural, light-filled, visual connection 
between each floor.

Informal learning and collaboration 
zones adjacent to the staircase on all floors 

will encourage students and faculty to 
connect and spend time together, building 
understanding between programs and 
accelerating the exchange of information 
and ideas. 

And thanks to the three large, open 
research spaces, the design—which 
allows you to stand in one location 
and potentially see four different types 
of experiments occurring—leverages 
trans-disciplinary discoveries that might 
encourage more students to consider 

research as a career. 
Aside from the research labs, most 

rooms are small. “Large lecture areas are 
a thing of the past,” said Pollack. “Our 
goal to be one of the top 10 pharmacy 
programs in the nation will happen 
because we are changing the way we 

teach and assess. Working in small groups 
is one example of how we’re changing.”

Two-thirds of the five-story, 
125,000-square-foot building is dedicated 
to pharmacy teaching and research and 
the other third to medical education and 
research. Four state-of-the-art anatomy 
labs for the study of human cadavers take 
up much of the lower level. 

The building incorporates many 
sustainable design features that will 
reduce the university’s operating costs 

“The building is evidence that the bold vision 
for a comprehensive health sciences campus 
is coming to life. It is seen as a catalyst that 
will ultimately lead to the creation of a 
health sciences campus like no other in  
the nation.”  

Rich Hadley, CEO of Greater Spokane Incorporated

By Terren Roloff

New Building is a

Game Changer

Rendering courtesy of NBBJ Architects
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and increase well-being for students and 
employees. According to the architect, the 
project will be approximately 48 percent 
more efficient than research buildings of 
similar size in the United States.

Community rallies
The Pharmaceutical and Biomedical 

Sciences Building is also unique because of 
the team effort that made it possible and 
the resulting community impact.

“Our campus owes so much to WSU 
President Elson Floyd and the WSU 
regents,” said Chancellor Lisa Brown, who 
was also instrumental in the building’s 
construction as the former state Senate 
majority leader. “We would not be 
seeing these developments if not for the 
forethought of WSU in declaring WSU 
Spokane as the university’s health  
sciences campus.”

Scott Morris, chairman and CEO of 
Avista, was among the local advocates 
for constructing a building that would 
be large enough for the entire WSU 
pharmacy program, half of which was 
then located in Pullman. “Rich Hadley 
from Greater Spokane Incorporated and 
then-Senate Majority Leader Lisa Brown 
worked hard to bring this building to early 
fruition,” Morris said. “Avista and many 
other businesses were proud to work  
with them.”

Supporters also wanted enough space 
in the building for expansion of the UW’s 
medical education program from one year 
to two and, eventually, from 20 students 
to 160.

The building project was originally 
slated for construction in 2015. However, 

WSU’s President Floyd, then-WSU Spokane 
Chancellor Brian Pitcher, and Spokane-
area leaders and legislators—led by then-
Senator Brown—convinced the Legislature 
in 2009 to accelerate the building project 
by two years.  

“State Senators Linda Evans Parlette 
and Derek Kilmer, now Congressman 
Kilmer, figured out how to structure the 
state’s debt capacity to do more during 
the downturn in the economy that we 
were experiencing at the time and less in 
an upturn,” said Chancellor Brown. “Their 
forward-thinking evened out the state’s 
ability to take on major capital projects 
and definitely got the building constructed 
faster.” 

Economic impact
Greater Spokane Incorporated CEO 

Rich Hadley said Spokane is already 
benefitting from the construction of the 
building. 

“Hundreds of construction workers 
have been involved in the $79 million 
project over the last two years. On peak 
days there were about 155 a day. Many 
of the millions of dollars they earned over 
those 750 days have been spent right here 
in Spokane.” 

The long-term economic impact of 
bringing hundreds of pharmacy students, 
faculty and staff permanently to Spokane’s 
campus is even more significant, as they 
assimilate into the community and pay 
rents, buy groceries, and enjoy local 
culture and entertainment, he said.  

“The new building and the health 
sciences campus are already attracting 
bright, successful students, and highly-

acclaimed faculty and researchers who will 
boost innovation, contributing to business 
spinoffs and well-paying jobs,” noted 
Hadley. 

Research is an economic boon for 
communities, so the fact that half of the 
building will be dedicated to research is 
good news for Spokane. The College of 
Pharmacy alone hopes to bring in at least 
$15 million in annual research grants and 
awards by the year 2017. 

Before the building even opens, a 
national consultant estimates the campus 
and associated partnerships with health 
care organizations, research institutes, 
and private industry is three years ahead 
of schedule. Tripp Umbach has calculated 
the total annual regional economic 
impact at $346.7 million, 1,837 full-time 
high-paying jobs, and $27.5 million in 
government revenue.

The fact that it is just the first phase in 
a multi-phase research complex is more 
good news. 

“The building is evidence that the bold 
vision for a comprehensive health sciences 
campus is coming to life,” Hadley said. 
“It is seen as a catalyst that will ultimately 
lead to the creation of a health sciences 
campus like no other in the nation.”  

FPO
The new building art entitled “Cascade” by Kana Tanaka will be dedicated at 
4 p.m. on Friday, December 6. Inspired by the Spokane River and the building’s 
architecture, “Cascade”  is comprised of thousands of hand-formed glass water 
drops that flow through the entire north side.

Dedication Ceremony 
Honors Community

Please join us for the dedication 
of the new Pharmaceutical and 
Biomedical Sciences Building: 

Friday, December 6, 1:30 p.m.
205 E. Spokane Falls Blvd.
RSVP: spokane.chancellor@wsu.edu

Building tours and reception to follow

The Players

Contractor: Graham Construction &  
Management
Architect: NBBJ
Engineers: AEI Affiliated Engineers 
(mechanical and electrical); Coughlin 
Porter Lundeen (structural); Taylor 
Engineering (civil); SPVV (landscape)
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Roundup
By Judith Van Dongen

Discovery Improves Potential 
for Drowsy Driver Detection

According to a 
CDC study released 
earlier this year, one 
in nine Americans has 
fallen asleep behind 
the wheel in the past 
year. 

Car manufacturers 
are taking note. 
Certain car models 

now come with video-based drowsy 
driving warning systems that detect when 
the car drifts out of its lane. However, 
these systems have been tested primarily 
in drivers with high levels of fatigue and 
are not as reliable during bad weather, 
in darkness, or when lane markers are 
missing, said research professor Hans 
Van Dongen, PhD, of the WSU Sleep and 
Performance Research Center. A discovery 
made by him and his team opens the 
door to the development of an alternative 
that would detect drowsiness at more 
moderate levels of fatigue, well before an 
accident is likely to happen. 

They analyzed data from two 
laboratory studies that had participants on 
a simulated 10-day night shift schedule 
that caused moderate levels of fatigue. 
Participants drove a high-fidelity driving 

simulator during four 30-minute driving 
sessions each night shift. Out of 87 driving 
metrics measured, two best predicted 
fatigue: steering wheel movements and 
lateral lane deviation. 

They also showed that variability in 
steering wheel movements commonly 
precedes lateral lane deviation, which 
suggests that the former provides a solid 
basis for the development of an early 
detection system for driver drowsiness. 

Findings were published in the 
journal Accident Analysis and Prevention 
with postdoctoral fellow Pia Forsman as 
the lead author. A patent application is 
pending.

NIH-Funded Study to Improve 
Chronic Care Management

As much as 
75 percent of the 
nation’s health care 
dollars goes toward 
the treatment of 
chronic diseases 
such as diabetes 
and heart disease, 
according to the 
CDC. Yet, outcomes 

and care satisfaction in these patients are 
less than optimal. With the help of a four-
year, $1.3 million grant from the National 

Institutes of Health, a team of researchers 
from the WSU College of Nursing and 
the Department of Health Policy and 
Administration is looking to change this. 

Working with Aging and Long 
Term Care of Eastern Washington and 
the Community Health Association of 
Spokane, the researchers will be testing 
the effectiveness of a chronic care 
management intervention aimed at 
increasing patients’ abilities to manage 
their own conditions and reducing 
hospitalizations. 

“People will sometimes use hospital 
emergency departments rather than 
following up with their primary care 
provider,” said Cindy Corbett, PhD,  
professor of nursing and principal 
investigator on the study. “Not only is this 
much more costly, it also leads to a yo-yo 
style of care that lacks continuity, because 
you see a different person every time.”

For a year, the research team will 
follow 300 older adults with multiple 
chronic illnesses who are frequent users of 
hospital services. One group will receive 
an active intervention that includes an 
individualized assessment and frequent 
follow-up visits and phone calls from 
a nurse and a social worker, who will 
promote the use of community resources 
and help them better work with their 

Cindy Corbett

Sleep researchers use a high-fidelity 
driving simulator to study fatigue in drivers.

Research 

Hans Van Dongen
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health care providers. The other group will 
be provided limited referral support by a 
health care paraprofessional. The research 
team will monitor emergency department 
use and hospitalizations in the two groups 
throughout the year. 

“Our hope is that this intervention will 
help keep patients out of the hospital and 
improve their quality of life,” Corbett said.

Research Tests Experimental 
Drug’s Effect on Rare Disorder

A WSU clinical 
pharmacology 
professor who 
studies a group 
of rare inherited 
metabolic disorders 
has received a 
$743,974 grant 
from the National 
Institutes of Health 

to fund his latest research. In collaboration 
with colleagues from the National Institute 
of Neurological Disorders and Stroke and 
the Children’s National Medical Center 
in Washington, D.C., K. Michael Gibson, 
PhD, is testing the effectiveness of the 
experimental drug SGS742 on succinic 
semialdehyde dehydrogenase (SSADH) 
deficiency, an inherited disorder with 
characteristics of autism and epilepsy. 

SSADH deficiency causes a variety 
of neurological symptoms—including 
developmental delay, decreased muscle 
tone, intellectual disability, and seizures—
as well as behavioral problems. The 
disorder is caused by mutations in the 
gene that produces the enzyme SSADH. 
SSADH is involved in breaking down 
a neurotransmitter known as GABA 
(gamma-aminobutyric acid), which 
prevents the brain from being overloaded 
with too many electrical signals. SSADH 
deficiency leads to an increase of GABA 
and a related molecule called gamma-
hydroxybutyrate (GHB), particularly in 
the central nervous system. Scientists do 
not yet know how this increase causes the 
symptoms of the disorder, which is a key 
focus of Gibson’s research. SGS742, the 
experimental drug the researchers will be 

testing, targets a specific GABA receptor in 
the brain. 

An extremely rare disorder with fewer 
than 200,000 known cases worldwide, 
SSADH deficiency may not be the only 
condition that could benefit from the 
trial, Gibson said. He noted that the 
study will also provide information for 
the potential treatment of a number of 
similar diseases, including inherited defects 
in GABA receptors and transporters. In 
addition, it may highlight potential add-on 
therapy for FDA-approved drugs whose 
pharmacological role is to elevate brain 
levels of GABA to reduce anxiety. 

Addiction Researchers Address 
E-Cigarette Safety Concerns

Tobacco 
smokers looking to 
quit or reduce the 
harmful effects of 
their smoking habit 
are increasingly 
looking to 
electronic 
cigarettes, or 
e-cigarettes, as 

a solution. Although there hasn’t been 
much research on e-cigarette smoking to 
date, studies done so far suggest that it 
may deliver nicotine in a less toxic manner 
than tobacco smoking. However, the 
lack of safety regulations on e-cigarette 
refill solutions is a concern that needs 
addressing, say researchers from the WSU 
Program of Excellence in the Addictions.

In a recent study, assistant professor 
of nursing Donelle Howell, PhD, and her 
team tested the nicotine content of seven 
e-cigarette solutions marked with different 
nicotine concentration levels (low, 
medium, high, and super high). 

The good news: although they found 
varying amounts of nicotine, they were 
equal or lower to what was expected 
based on the solution’s strength category. 
This suggests the risk of overdose is low if 
used as directed. 

The bad news: the amount of nicotine 
contained in commonly sold refill bottles 
of e-cigarette solution is potentially lethal 

to children and adults when ingested in 
large quantities.

“E-cigarette solutions can be found 
in as large as one-liter containers,” said 
Howell. “If a small child drinks the liquid, 
severe poisoning or death could occur.”

She also noted that nicotine solutions 
come in a variety of flavors that could 
appeal to children and teens, such as 
bubble gum and chocolate. 

Based on their findings, Howell and her 
colleagues are calling for FDA regulation 
and labeling requirements for e-cigarette 
solutions and caution parents to store 
these solutions away from children.  

Study to Map Out Statewide 
Use of Antipsychotic Drugs     

New research at 
WSU Spokane will 
explore patterns 
of antipsychotic 
medication use 
and associated 
side effects in 
Washington 
state’s Medicare 
population. 

“Appropriate use of antipsychotic 
medications can significantly extend 
and improve the lives of people with 
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder,” said 
Jae Kennedy, PhD, associate professor 
of health policy and administration 
and the lead investigator on the study. 
“But it may also increase their risk for 
serious side effects, including heart 
disease, diabetes, and stroke.”

The study will use data from Medicare 
Part D claims to provide a detailed 
portrait of antipsychotic medication use 
in Washington at the regional and county 
levels. Kennedy and his team will assess 
whether patients are taking medications as 
prescribed, are taking multiple psychiatric 
drugs, or are using them for unapproved 
conditions. They plan to present the 
findings to state policymakers, mental 
health care providers, and consumers.  

The two-year study is funded by a 
$340,289 grant from the state attorney 
general’s office.   

Donelle Howell Jae Kennedy

K. Michael Gibson
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Carol Evans, the vice chair of the 
Spokane Tribal Council, said that she has 
an ambitious goal: to eliminate alcohol 
and drug use among the tribe’s underage 
members within 20 years. 

To reach that goal, the tribe is 
collaborating with the WSU College of 
Nursing to develop ways for it to deal 
more effectively with substance abuse and 
mental health problems among its youth. 
That project earned the college a new 
National Institutes of Health grant. 

In a second NIH-funded project related 
to behavioral health and substance 
abuse issues among Native Americans, 
the College of Nursing will work with 
the University of Washington to reduce 
behavioral health disparities among rural-
based American Indians.

Community-Based Project 
Started with Tribe Interest

The three-year 
WSU College of 
Nursing/Spokane 
Tribe grant comes 
from the National 
Institute on Minority 
Health and Health 
Disparities (an arm 
of the National 
Institutes of Health). 

The seed was planted five years ago 
when the tribe conducted a series of focus 
groups, according to associate professor 
of nursing Janet Katz, PhD. She said tribal 

leaders learned that their members are 
most worried about their young people’s 
emotional state and substance abuse. 

She said the tribe then approached 
the university about collaborating 
on a research project that focuses on 
preventing suicides and substance abuse 
and helping young people deal with their 
unresolved grief.  

“This is the perfect grant because it’s 
flexible enough to allow us to develop 
something with the Spokane tribal 
community that is designed for their 
needs,” said Katz. 

Rural Areas Targeted in 
Second NIH-Funded Project

In the second 
NIH-funded grant, 
College of Nursing 
and University 
of Washington 
researchers will pair 
their expertise with 
that of Native and 
non-Native scholars 
from across 

the country who represent a variety of 
biological, social, and behavioral sciences 
disciplines. 

“We know that American Indians 
suffer disproportionate rates of behavioral 
health problems, including alcohol and 
drug use,” said WSU professor of nursing 
John Roll, PhD, an expert in the area of 
addictions and a principal investigator 

on the collaborative. “We also know that 
treatment methods developed for urban 
areas often don’t hold up to the unique 
challenges posed by rural environments. 
We will address these needs by developing 
and disseminating evidence-based 
practices to manage behavioral health 
concerns in this population.”

He said this project extends the team’s 
work on rural mental health and substance 
abuse treatment funded by the Life 
Sciences Discovery Fund.

Roll and his colleagues will conduct 
three research projects that assess:

• the efficacy of using mobile phone 
text messaging as part of a smoking 
cessation intervention in tribal college 
settings. 

• the benefits of the Promoting First 
Relationships program to strengthen 
attachment between mothers and 
newborns in a Native community.

• the effectiveness of an incentive-
based behavioral treatment as a way to 
treat the simultaneous misuse of alcohol 
and prescription painkillers in patients at 
two tribal treatment centers. 

The WSU College of Nursing has a long 
history of working closely with the region’s 
tribes. For example, its Na-ha-shnee 
Native American Health Science Institute 
has worked for nearly 20 years to expose 
Native students to health care professions, 
holding an annual summer camp on the 
WSU Pullman campus.  

College of Nursing

By Doug Nadvornick and Judith Van Dongen

Janet Katz

John Roll

Working with
Native American Tribes
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It’s a good problem to have. The 
growth on WSU Spokane’s campus has 
put the squeeze on classroom, office and 
lab space. 

With the consolidation of the WSU 
College of Pharmacy in Spokane, the 
campus is now home to 200 first- and 
second-year doctor of pharmacy students 
who were previously taking classes in 
Pullman. Add to that additional medical 
students, faculty and staff in the expanded 
medical education program both this year 
and next.

Both pharmacy and medical sciences 
will be housed in the new Pharmaceutical 
and Biomedical Sciences Building due to 
open in January, but the day it opens it 
will be too small.

The growth is both exciting and 
challenging, said Chancellor Lisa Brown. 
“There is increased interest in land use 
from public and private entities. As a 
result, one of my early priorities was to 
hire a project manager to lead facilities 
planning.”

Russell (Rusty) Pritchard started in 
August and is already working with 
the City of Spokane, Spokane Transit 
Authority (STA), Greater Spokane 
Incorporated, the Downtown Spokane 
Partnership and the University District 
Public Development Authority (UDPDA) 

on a proposed bike/pedestrian bridge 
between campus and East Sprague. The 
bridge will make campus more accessible 
and dynamic and, as the university 
considers a possible on-campus clinic, 
helpful to potential patients who live in 
the neighborhoods southeast of campus. 

Next is updating the campus master 
plan to ensure the campus is ready to 
work with public and private partners to 
invest in new construction and existing 
buildings such as the Jensen-Byrd building. 
A request for proposal for the Jensen-Byrd 
building is expected to be developed this 
spring.

In the meantime, WSU Spokane 
is working with Eastern Washington 
University to determine what each 
university will offer on the shared campus 
in the future. 

Pritchard notes the university is 
receptive to exploring alternative 
partnerships to formulate projects that 
will support the mission of WSU Spokane 
and student services and activities. “Lab 
and research space is limited, there is 
very little student activity or retail space, 
and we have a desire to establish an 

interprofessional clinic for training and 
community use,” Pritchard said. “These 
projects are ripe for collaboration.”

With land at a premium, conservation 
is a priority. Instead of adding parking, 
the university is now offering free rides 
on STA for all students and employees.  In 
addition, the City of Spokane and STA are 
working together on a proposed central 
city line rail project that would connect 
the campus to Browne’s Addition and 
other areas where students live.

WSU Spokane is also interested in 
development of land off campus. “We 
hope to see businesses take advantage of 
the East Sprague area to develop student 
housing or be in close proximity to our 
researchers,” Brown noted.

In fact, the university has presented 
the concept of developing the area south 
of the campus and railroad tracks to 
business groups both here and in Seattle 
at recent Washington Biotechnology and 
Biomedical Association events.

“The university’s location as part of the 
triangle created with the lower South Hill 
hospitals and downtown make it a great 
neighbor for investors interested in the 
underdeveloped area around the campus,” 
said UDPDA Chair Mike Livingston.  

Enrollment Growth Leads to

Long-Term Planning By Terren Roloff

The proposed bike/pedestrian bridge would connect 
WSU Spokane to East Sprague and the lower south hill.
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By Judith Van Dongen and Doug Nadvornick

Filling the 

It’s no secret that health care providers are 

in short supply. As the U.S. population ages 

and the Affordable Care Act (ACA) starts 

providing coverage to 32 million previously 

uninsured Americans, the pressure on our 

health care delivery system is growing. 

Rural Health Care Gap
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An Interprofessional 
Approach to Chronic Care

There is growing recognition that 
complex health issues are best 
addressed by interprofessional teams 
of health care providers. For the past 
few years, WSU has been providing 
opportunities for students from 
different health disciplines to learn 
and work together. A new grant-
funded project is going to take this 
to the next level while improving 
care for patients with multiple 
chronic conditions who live in rural 
or medically underserved areas. 

“This program is really going 
to let us build out our rural focus 
to an even greater degree,” said 
assistant professor of nursing Cindy 
Fitzgerald, PhD, the program 
director on the project.

As part of this project, a cohort 
of faculty from different disciplines 
will be trained on interprofessional 
education methods related to 
collaborative care. In turn, they 
will educate teams of students to 
provide this type of care to patients 
with multiple chronic conditions, 
such as diabetes and heart disease, 
and behavioral health issues, such as 
depression. The program will provide 
simulation-based and classroom 
experiences to 380 master’s and 
doctoral students in WSU’s nursing, 
medicine, pharmacy, and nutrition 
and exercise physiology programs 
and EWU’s social work program. 

Subsequently, student teams 
will go out and practice their skills 
in rural settings, including Yakima 
Valley Farm Workers Clinic locations 
throughout the state. The project is 
funded by a three-year $1.1 million 
Advanced Nursing Education 
grant from the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services Health 
Resources and Services Administration 
that was awarded in July. 

According to a recent study published 
in the Annual Review of Medicine, the 
ACA is expected to increase the national 
physician shortage by 27,400 by 2020, 
which would bring the total shortage to 
91,500 physicians. 

Rural areas, which have been 
struggling with provider shortages for 
decades, will be especially affected by 
the growing demand for primary care 
providers. Close to a quarter of U.S. 
residents live in a rural area. Yet it is 
estimated that only 10 percent of the 
nation’s primary care physicians practice 
in a rural setting. The obvious answer is 
to educate more physicians interested 
in rural family practice. WSU Spokane is 
doing just that. At the same time, we are 
also training nurses, pharmacists, and 
other health care professionals who are 
stepping up and taking on increasingly 
important roles in filling the care gap in 
rural America.  

Nurses on the Frontline
WSU assistant professor of nursing 

Cindy Fitzgerald, PhD, is quick to point 
out that primary care isn’t the exclusive 
domain of physicians. 

When people talk about remote 
communities that have no physicians, 
“sometimes the implication is that there’s 
no health care,” said Fitzgerald. “And 
that’s not a fair representation of what 
goes on in many communities.”

Fitzgerald is the director of WSU’s 
Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP) 
program, which educates advanced 
practice nurses known as nurse 
practitioners. Nurse practitioners are 
trained to provide many of the medical 
services physicians provide and are 
authorized to practice without physician 
oversight in 18 states, including 
Washington. Studies comparing the 
quality of care provided by physicians 
and nurse practitioners have found that 
patient outcomes are similar. WSU has 
been educating family nurse practitioners 
(FNPs) since 1995 through a specialized 
track in the master of nursing program 
that is now being phased out in favor of 
the DNP program. 

“There is a huge demand in rural 
communities for nurse practitioners,” said 
WSU College of Nursing graduate Ben 
Miller, PhD. For the past six years, Miller 
has been flying out to rural northeastern 
Montana for one week a month to 
provide short-term advanced nursing 
care in several small communities. After 
adding a PhD to his list of WSU nursing 
credentials this past spring, he is now an 
assistant professor at Seattle University, 
educating the next generation of family 
nurse practitioners as he keeps up on his 
rural practice on a part-time basis.

According to Miller, nurse practitioners 
provide care at a lower cost and have 
a degree of permanence in rural 
communities that often see a high 
turnover of physicians, many of whom 
end up there as part of a loan repayment 
program and move away once the 
program’s requirements are met. He 
also said the type of care provided by 
nurse practitioners is different—more 
comprehensive and holistic—making it 
especially well-suited to rural areas facing 
a shortage in primary care providers.

“In larger cities, the expectation in 
primary care is that you will refer to 
specialists,” Miller said. “In the rural 
setting, you don’t have that. It really 
emphasizes that if you’re going to take 
care of someone, you need to take care of 
the whole person.”

Ben Miller
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New physician Tim Hatlen celebrates his 
residency assignment on Match Day.

Promoting Rural Practice
The WSU College of Nursing has 

been encouraging students’ interest in 
rural practice in different ways. A variety 
of courses emphasize vulnerable and 
underserved populations and multicultural 
practice. On academic breaks, students 
can participate in international medical 
mission trips such as those organized 
by associate professor of nursing Lorna 
Schumann, PhD. But most importantly, 
all students must complete an experience 
in a rural or urban underserved setting as 
part of their clinical practice requirements. 
The college uses community-based 
nurse practitioners throughout the state 
to evaluate students completing those 
experiences out in the field. In some cases, 
faculty preceptors travel great distances to 
visit students doing their clinical rotations.

 Such was the case for Schumann, 
who served as a preceptor for Michelle 
Boltz on a six-week rotation in the remote 
town of Elim, Alaska. For Boltz, who had 
been looking to gain a cross-cultural 
experience while learning new skills, the 
experience solidified her resolve to take a 
permanent position in rural Alaska after 
graduation. For five years, she was the 
only licensed health care provider in the 
town of Noorvik, Alaska, 30 miles north of 
the Arctic Circle and some 500 miles away 
from the nearest road system. Manning a 
small community clinic with the assistance 
of local health aides and traveling to 
neighboring villages by bush plane or 

dogsled, she dealt with all the challenges 
associated with rural practice and then 
some—isolation, lack of institutional 
support, limited resources, the burden 
of being on call 24/7, and even physical 
threats to her own safety. 

“I don’t think there’s any way I could 
have taken that job as my first job as a 
nurse practitioner without the level of 
confidence my WSU education gave me,” 
said Boltz. “It prepared me for what was 
truly a baptism by fire into the profession.”

Patricia Butterfield, PhD, dean of the 
College of Nursing, 
has a passion for 
rural health. “Having 
access to quality 
health care should 
not depend on 
whether someone 
lives in the city. We 
work hard to ensure 
our students become 
advocates for all.”

Medical Students Consider 
Becoming Country Doctors

On a sunny day last January, John 
McCarthy, MD, took a dozen of Spokane’s 
first-year medical students on a day-long 
road trip to Colville, a town of about 
4,500 people 70 miles north of Spokane. 
McCarthy, the assistant regional dean for 
the UW School of Medicine (UWSOM), 
wanted the students to get a brief taste of 
rural medicine.

Their bus stopped at Providence Mount 
Carmel Hospital, a facility that serves as 

the health care hub for rural northeastern 
Washington.  

The students met with administrators 
and doctors and took a tour of the 
hospital. The highlight, according to 
a survey taken after the trip, was their 
lunchtime visit with the three resident 
doctors (new physicians) assigned to 
Mount Carmel. Colville’s residency 
program is a rarity; most medical 
residencies are based in hospitals in major 
cities. Several students applauded the 
opportunity to hear directly from new 
doctors who were right in the middle of 
rural medicine. Others were impressed by 
the quality of the facilities. 

On the ride home, more than one 
student talked about how the visit opened 
their eyes to the possibility of rural 
practice, something they may not have 
considered before the trip.

That message is gratifying for 
McCarthy. He worked for 14 years as a 
physician in Tonasket, a small town in 
north central Washington’s Okanogan 
County. Even though he’s now based 
in Spokane, he still serves as Okanogan 
County’s health officer. He said he wants 
students to know that though rural 
medicine is often a challenge, it’s also fun 
and rewarding.

McCarthy works to develop and 
maintain relationships with doctors and 
administrators at clinical sites in eastern 
and central Washington. Those sites 
participate with the UWSOM in three 
programs for students interested in 
exploring rural careers. 

Michelle Boltz

Patricia Butterfield, 
Dean
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One, called the Rural Underserved 
Opportunities Program, or RUOP, is a 
summer sampler experience. Students 
spend four weeks based in a rural 
hospital or clinic in one of the five 
states served by the UWSOM’s WWAMI 
(Washington Wyoming Alaska Montana 
Idaho) program. While there, students 
shadow physicians and other health care 
professionals. They also design and carry 
out community-based projects to satisfy 
school research requirements.   

While some of Spokane’s 2012-13 
first-year students stayed close to 
Spokane (Nine Mile Falls, Newport) with 
their RUOP travels this summer, others 
ventured out to places such as Ellensburg, 
Washington; Shoshone and Weiser, Idaho; 
and Polson, Montana.

Many RUOP students never embark on 
careers in rural medicine, but some do. 
Several are part of the TRUST program 
(Targeted Rural Underserved Track), for 
students who indicate an interest in rural 
medicine from the very start of medical 
school. 

Each year, five first-year students 
are matched with hospital partners in 

Newport, Grand Coulee, Moses Lake, 
Chelan and Ellensburg. The students visit 
their TRUST partners for two weeks before 
they start medical school, then return for 
day-long visits several times that first year 
before finishing with a four-week stint 
during the summer after their first year.

“I really enjoyed being immersed 
in my community (Grand Coulee) this 
summer,” said Jon Patberg, now a second-
year student in Spokane. “It was the first 
time I’d lived in a small town, and I liked 
getting to know not only the people in the 
hospital, but the people of Grand Coulee.”

Some TRUST students extend their 
rural experience into their second year, 
then enlist in the WRITE (WWAMI Rural 
Integrated Training Experience) program, 
when they go back to their TRUST partner 
or another rural site to work for an entire 
semester during their third year.

Tim Hatlen, MD, one of Spokane’s first 
TRUST students, spent his half of his third 
year in Lewistown, Montana. Last June, 
he graduated and started a three-year 
assignment at Spokane’s Internal Medicine 
Residency, continuing his preparation for a 
career in rural medicine.

“The goal is that I will have a 
continuation of one month experience 
of rural health care every year for the 
next three years,” Hatlen said during an 
interview on Match Day, when he learned 
he would be staying in Spokane. “That’s 
fairly unique when it comes to residency 
programs and I’m excited for that kind of 
exposure. 

“I can say that my rural exposure was 
amazing. I think I saw more patients 
than most of the students do,” he said. 
“I had exposure to what the lifestyle of a 
doctor is in a rural setting and I feel really 
pumped for rural medicine.”

Hatlen’s wife Sara is a second-year 
medical student in Spokane. Her training 
coincides with his residency. Tim said 
he’ll adjust his career to follow her as she 
pursues the medical track she wants.

The workforce needs of rural and 
underserved health care providers in 
Washington are becoming a priority. 
Selecting the right students and fostering 
experience in areas of greatest need are 
an imperative to which the UWSOM is 
attempting to respond. But there’s more 
work to do.

Spokane medical students visited Colville’s Mount Carmel Hospital 
to get a first-hand look at how health care is delivered in a rural town.
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Pharmacists Play Central Role 
in Rural Health Care

WSU fourth-year pharmacy student 
Jessica Benegas believes, for many rural 
people, pharmacies are at the center of 
their health care world and the pharmacist 
is the health professional with whom they 
have the closest relationship. 

“For me, pharmacy is about knowing 
people. It’s important that patients know 
you by your first name,” said Benegas. 

Benegas likes those close relationships 
and always has, going back to her days 
working in restaurants. 

“We’d have our regulars at every place 
I worked. I like the idea that you know 
details about their lives that you can talk 
about whenever they come in,” she said.

Benegas looks forward to developing 
those types of relationships as a 
pharmacist. While she still has questions 
about her professional future as she works 
through her final-year clinical rotations, 
there is one thing she is very clear about: 
she wants to eventually work in a small-
town pharmacy setting. 

Her interest in rural health care 
comes naturally. Benegas was raised in 
Washington’s Tri-Cities, but she and her 
family spent a great deal of time in rural 
Montana, where her parents grew up and 
where much of her extended family still 
lives today.

Benegas earned degrees from 
Columbia Basin College in Pasco and 
WSU. Along the way, she volunteered in a 
clinic for impoverished people in Lewiston, 
Idaho, and in a community pharmacy in 
Fort Benton, Montana.

As an undergraduate, she also 
volunteered (and later worked in a paid 
position) at Pullman Regional Hospital, 
where she saw the pharmacists’ role in the 
medical process. 

“They would always have pharmacists 
or their interns meet with patients before 
surgery and answer questions they would 
have,” Benegas said. “That way they 
could advise doctors and nurses before a 
procedure.”

She said that extra contact with 
patients helped to reduce medical errors, 
as did a system that monitored the drugs 
given to patients.

“The medications were barcoded and 
scanned so we knew exactly what drugs 
nurses were administering to patients and 
when,” she said.

Benegas is working at pharmacies in 
the Tri-Cities fall semester. Next spring 
she’ll complete rotations in Walla Walla 
and Yakima before graduating in May.

“These experiences have solidified 
Jessica’s desire to practice pharmacy in a 
rural setting,” said Luke Rice, the advance 
practice experience coordinator for the 
College of Pharmacy. 

“The opportunities for Jessica and any 
future pharmacy graduates seeking to 
practice pharmacy in rural settings will 
continue to remain in high demand as the 
needs and quality of health care continue 
to rise,” he said.

Though Benegas hasn’t yet lined up a 
job for after she graduates, she said she 
has her eye on returning to Montana.

“In larger cities, there are niches 
and people who do care, but I find that 
everyone is kinder in rural areas,” she said. 
“Mistakes will inevitably be made and 
when they are, it’s just easier to forgive 
someone you call by their first name.”

Wherever she lands, Rice said Benegas 
will have a chance to make a real 
difference in improving how health care is 
delivered.

“Our student pharmacists and 
graduates have a tremendous opportunity 
to be the change agent and minimize 
barriers for the underserved patient 
populations,” Rice said. “The chance to 
build closer relationships with patients 
and community health care, deliver 
essential resources and services to these 
small communities, as well as optimize 
patient care and continuity is extremely 
rewarding.” 

Educating Culturally Diverse 
Speech-Language Pathologists

Stroke, brain injury, developmental 
disorders, and a wide variety of 
other health problems can result in 
communication and swallowing disorders. 
Speech-language pathologists (SLPs) are 
there to help, but their services are not 
as readily available among culturally and 
linguistically diverse populations, many of 
whom live in rural areas. Add to this the 
faster than average projected employment 
growth in the profession (23 percent 
by 2020, according to the U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics), and it’s clear that 
there’s a need to educate more speech-
language pathologists who can serve these 
populations. 

Although WSU Spokane’s Speech 
and Hearing Sciences program prepares 
students to work with individuals from any 
cultural background, it has a longstanding 
program that specifically draws students

Noelle Miller in Alaska

Jessica Benegas
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of Native American heritage into the 
profession. The idea behind this is simple: 
if you provide the educational and social 
support Native students need to get their 
degrees, chances are good that they’ll 
return to serve their own.

One of those students was 2007 Master 
of Arts in Speech and Hearing Sciences 
graduate Noelle Miller, an Alaska Native 
who switched from creative writing to 
speech-language pathology knowing 
there’d be a demand for the latter in her 
hometown of Kenai, Alaska.  

“When you come from small-town 
Alaska and you suddenly find yourself at 
WSU, it’s a pretty major culture shock,” 
said Miller. “The speech and hearing 
sciences program was one of the hardest 
things I’ve done in my life, and one of 
the reasons I was so successful was that 
the faculty and staff were so supportive. 
Particularly for people from rural areas 
and Native students, having relationships 
with your department really makes a 
difference.“

In a more informal way, the 
Department of Speech and Hearing 
Sciences also supports bilingual Spanish 
speakers looking to serve Hispanics/
Latinos, who make up more than 11 
percent of the population in Washington. 

“We need to try to help Hispanic 
and Latino students be more successful, 
because the field desperately needs more 
bilingual speech pathologists,” said clinical 
associate professor Amy Meredith, PhD.

Last fall, a group of Hispanic and 
Latino students established a multicultural 
subgroup of the department’s chapter of 
the National Student Speech-Language-
Hearing Association, with Meredith as 
the group’s faculty advisor. Students 
also have an opportunity to participate 
in faculty-sponsored medical mission 
trips to Guatemala during their spring 
and summer breaks. The trips, which 
are organized by Hearts in Motion, give 
students an opportunity to practice 
hearing screening, help promote literacy, 
and give advice to parents and teachers 
on language, communication, and 
swallowing issues. But most of all, it allows 
them to immerse themselves in the culture 

and experience what it’s like to provide 
speech-pathology services in a rural 
setting. 

“They just don’t have the level of access 
to care that we have,” said Mercedes 
Yates, a senior in the bachelor of arts in 
speech and hearing sciences program who 
joined a trip to Zacapa, Guatemala, this 
past summer. “And the services they do 
have are so far away.” 

Training Tomorrow’s Rural 
Hospital Administrators

Much of the talk about health care 
provider shortages in rural areas focuses 
on the people who work in the examining 
rooms. But rural hospitals and clinics 
find it’s also sometimes difficult to recruit 
people to work in the board rooms.

Gary Smith, a clinical associate 
professor in WSU Spokane’s Health Policy 
and Administration program, works 
closely with hospitals in the region to find 
and train good leaders. Together they’re 
looking for public and private money to 
fund a project that would place students 
from the HPA program in rural hospitals 
as paid interns. The students would learn 
about the unique challenges of rural 
health care.

“Some of the people I work with are 
starting to get concerned about who will 
succeed them as hospital administrators,” 
Smith said. “They’re worried about finding 
qualified people to handle the work of 

complying with the new regulations 
created by the Affordable Care Act and to 
address the uncertainty surrounding their 
facilities’ financial futures.” 

Recruiters for rural health care positions 
say they have the most success landing 
people who grew up in small towns. That’s 
good news for Jonathan Lyons, a second-
year HPA student who would like to work 
in a small-town hospital after he graduates 
next May. Lyons grew up on a 10-acre 
forest/horse farm near Lapeer, a town of 
about 9,000 in southeastern Michigan. 

“To me it’s all about community. I’ve 
lived in Los Angeles, Detroit, Salt Lake City, 
and now Spokane,” Lyons said. “But they 
don’t have that same sense of community 
you find in a small town.”

Lyons learned about rural health care 
when he served a summer internship at 
Lincoln Hospital in Davenport, about 30 
miles west of Spokane. 

“It’s a tough time for rural hospitals,” 
he said. “The question is how to make 
Davenport relevant when the hospitals 
in Spokane are so close. But it’s so much 
cheaper and convenient to keep rural 
patients close to home.”

His internship extended into fall 
semester when CFO Tyson Lacy asked 
Lyons to stay and work on additional 
projects.

“Lacy is one of those ‘jack-of-all-trades’ 
types of guys,” Lyons said. “Not only does 
he do the finances, he’s the privacy guy, 
the security guy. He oversaw a remodeling 
project at the hospital. He does all kinds of 
things, and I find that very appealing.”

Something else Lyons finds appealing 
is the idea of living with his wife and two 
children in a small community where 
residents become very familiar with each 
other.

Gary Smith said Lyons is one 
of about six HPA students with an 
expressed interest in rural health care. 
He said graduates from the program 
recently accepted jobs in towns such as 
Leavenworth, Washington, and Superior, 
Montana. If Smith’s grant proposal comes 
through, the HPA pipeline to the region’s 
hospitals could grow even larger.  

Jonathan Lyons
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This Family’s Cougar Roots 
Run Four Generations Deep

It’s not unusual for families with 
Washington State University alumni to 
feature several generations of Cougars. 

For example, the Ellingsen family, 
most of whose members live in 
the Spokane-Coeur d’Alene area, is 
dominated by Cougs, past and present.

The patriarch and matriarch were Carl 
“Tuffy” Ellingsen and his wife Virginia. 
Tuffy played on the 1931 WSU Rose Bowl 
football team. While in Pullman, he also 
played basketball and baseball, wrestled 
and ran track. He’s now enshrined in 
the WSU Athletic Hall of Fame. Virginia 
made her mark in Pullman as well, 
graduating with a degree in education.

Tuffy Ellingsen went on to a 33-year 
career as teacher, coach and athletic 
director at Rogers High School in Spokane, 
retiring in 1971. He died at the age of 
92 in 1997, the year the next Cougar 
football team went to the Rose Bowl. 
Virginia died in 2002 at the age of 90.

Tuffy and Virginia had three boys: 
Jim, Don and Bruce; all attended WSU 
and followed their father into athletics. 
Don was an all-conference end for some 
good Cougar football teams in the late 
1950s and ran track. He, too, has been 
inducted in the WSU Athletic Hall of Fame. 
Jim lettered in golf, Bruce in football.

The second 
generation Ellingsens 
not only continued 
the family tradition 
of Cougars, but 
they began a 
family tradition of 
service in health 
sciences vocations.

After graduation, 
each of the sons 
went to Seattle for professional school. 
Jim attended dental school, became 
an orthodontist, then returned 
to Spokane to practice until he 
retired. Don and Bruce went to the 
University of Washington School of 
Medicine, became ophthalmologists 
and came home to practice. All 
of the sons are now retired.

Jim, Don and Bruce Ellingsen 
combined to father nine children, 
six went to WSU. Seven went on 
to medical and dental careers. 
Five married doctors and dentists. 
Three married WSU alums. 

The nine couples in the third 
generation of Ellingsens are parents 
to 24 children; the eight oldest 
attend WSU. Six are pursuing majors 
related to the health sciences, either 
human or animal. The other children 
are still in the K-12 school system. 

Carl “Tuffy” Ellingsen 

(pictured here with wife 

Virginia) is in the WSU 

Athletic Hall of Fame and 

later taught at Spokane’s 

Rogers High School. 

Virginia was also a WSU 

grad, as well as a home 

tutor for Spokane Public 

Schools.

Ellingsen 
Family Tree
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Jim: (WSU, UW School of Dentistry) 
is a retired orthodontist living in 
Spokane; Tekla is also a WSU grad in 
general studies with an emphasis on 
architectural engineering.

Children:
Dave: (WSU, St. Louis University School 
of Medicine) is a pathologist in Twin 
Falls, ID; wife Kathryn is a pediatrician; 
two school-aged children.

Ron: (WSU, UW School of Dentistry) is 
an orthodontist at Ellingsen Smiles; 
wife Patty is a WSU grad in accounting; 
four children, three of whom attend 
WSU with two in pre-dentistry and 
one on the women’s volleyball team, 
and a school-aged child.

Bruce: (WSU, UW School of Medicine) 
is a retired opthalmologist in Spokane; 
Kathleen is a WSU grad in home 
economics.

Children: 
Kathryn Ellingsen Picanco: (Santa 
Clara, master’s and Ph.D. at WSU) is 
an associate professor and director 
for the Center for Gifted Education 
and Professional Development at 
Whitworth University; husband Kevin 
Picanco is a civil engineer; three 
school-aged children.

Karen Ellingsen Janout: (WSU, 
Creighton School of Medicine) is 
an ophthalmologist at the Spokane 
VA hospital; husband Martin Janout 
is a hand surgeon at  Northwest 
Orthopaedic Specialists; three school-
aged children and one newborn.

Eric: (Carroll, UW School of Dentistry) 
is a dentist; wife Tricia is a dentist; 
two school-aged children.

Family Tree

Jim and Tekla Don and Leilani Bruce and Kathleen

Don: (WSU, UW School of Medicine) is a 
retired ophthalmologist living in Spokane 
and Hayden Lake, ID. Don played foot-
ball and ran track at WSU and is now in 
the WSU Athletic Hall of Fame. Leilani 
attended Eastern Washington University.

Children: 
Don: (WSU, University of Texas Medical 
Branch) is an orthopedic surgeon at 
Northwest Orthopaedic Specialists; wife 
Tammy (WSU, UW School of Medicine) 
is a family physician at Family Health 
Center; three children, all at WSU with 
one in pre-med, one in pre-veterinary 
and one in business.

Rick: (WSU, UW School of Dentistry) 
is an orthodontist in Spokane; wife 
Michelle (WSU, UW School of Dentistry) 
is an endodontist and practices with Lisa 
Ellingsen at Ellingsen Endodontics; three 
children, two of whom are at WSU, 
one in pre-dental and the other in 
engineering, and one school-aged child.

Mark: (Whitman, law degree at 
Willamette) is an attorney with 
Witherspoon Kelley in Coeur d’Alene; 
wife Sally works at Sterling Bank; 
two school-aged children.

Lisa: (WSU, UW School of Dentistry) 
is an endodontist who practices at 
Ellingsen Endodontics with Michelle 
Ellingsen; husband David Van Hersett 
is a teacher; two school-aged children.

Names in crimson 
signify WSU affiliation.
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Denice 
‘Denny’ 
Murphy might 
be best known 
for her leadership 
with CHAS, a 
community 
health system 
that provides 
underserved 
families in 
Spokane with 
access to affordable health care. But her 
spirit also lives on at WSU College of 
Nursing, where she was a faculty member 
for seven years. 

When breast cancer took her life in 
2001, the Denice Murphy Community 
Nursing endowment was created with 
funding designated for projects that 
involve community nursing, the medically 
underserved, and those affected by breast 
cancer. 

Over the last 12 years, Baccalaureate 
of Science in Nursing students utilized 
these funds to care for the underserved in 
Eastern Washington. They provided: 

• Health screening for pre-diabetes 
and diabetes in vulnerable populations 
including homeless clients, older adults in 
HUD housing, and high-risk populations in 
the Spokane area.

• A mold awareness campaign in 
Wellpinit, WA, creating an educational 
brochure outlining how mold affects 
health and listing removal resources.

• A free mammogram health event for 
underserved women in Spokane. Twenty-
one women received free mammograms 
and breast health information. 

Denny Murphy

Sekinah Samadi, a doctor of 
pharmacy candidate, had this to say about 
Wayne and Pamela Clemens, benefactors 
with the College of Pharmacy: 

“My pharmaceutics professor 
approached me about an opportunity 
to expand my education by attending a 
‘boot camp’ hosted by the Professional 
Compounding Centers of America in 
Houston, Texas. Although the opportunity 
sounded like an amazing experience I 
knew I would be unable to attend with my 
current financial situation. I work 20 to 25 
hours a week just to be able to afford my 
living expenses. 

“Upon hearing this, my professor 
informed me of an extraordinarily 
generous couple, Wayne and Pamela 
Clemens, who have consistently helped 
students in my situation attend this 
particular boot camp. With this hope I 
contacted them and they promptly came 
to my rescue.

“I hope to one day be able to impact 
students in the way that they have helped 
me and my education.”

Wayne and Pamela Clemens are 
proud Cougar alumni. Wayne Clemens 
received distinction as Pharmacist of the 
Year in appreciation for his continued 
support of student activities from the 
National Community Pharmacists 
Association student chapter. 

Friends of WWAMI have 
formed a group to enhance the experience 
of medical students in Spokane. 
Comprised of University of Washington 
and WSU alumni, it’s called Friends of 
WWAMI Spokane and was organized by 
Mari and Dave Clack, UW alumni. (UW 
manages WWAMI, the program that 
trains medical students in Washington, 
Wyoming, Alaska, Montana and Idaho.)

Friends of WWAMI Spokane provides 
financial underwriting for special events as 
well as opportunities for students to learn 
about the Spokane area. A “white coat 
ceremony” and year-end celebrations are 
among the annual activities.

“Whether it’s Broadway tickets or 
stress management workshops, the 
students have been delighted with their 
experiences,” said Mari Clack.

Members are:  Anne Marie Axworthy, 
Brandilyn and Mark Collins, Ann and 
John Coulter, Teddie and Lee Gibbon, 
Debbie and Mike Leslie, Nancy and 
Ned Rumpeltes and Morgan and Daniel 
Smith. “These folks are wonderful 
ambassadors in our community,” said 
Nancy Fike, director of Campus and 
Regional Development. “They honor 
these students’ hard work, even creating 
an endowed scholarship for them.”

WWAMI students celebrate at the “white coat ceremony.”

WSU Alum Wayne Clemens meets Sekinah. 

is Their Motto
Helping Others
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At WSU Spokane, future health professionals 
from a variety of disciplines are learning to work together 
to provide you with the best possible care. Team 
building takes hard work, an open mind, and a lot of 
communication. In health care education, it takes even 
more—from outstanding, motivated students and committed 
faculty to state-of-art technology and facilities built to 
accommodate interdisciplinary team-based learning. 

Make a gift to WSU Spokane to help us provide an ideal 
environment for our students to work together, right here 
in Spokane. Your gift will help us provide scholarships and 
funds to recruit and retain the best students and faculty and 
ensure them access to the resources they need to excel. 

Giving Options 
• Chancellor’s Excellence Fund

• College of Nursing

• College of Pharmacy

• College of Medical Sciences/WWAMI

• Greatest Need

Give now to make a lasting impact—on our campus, 

the community, and patients everywhere. 

Contact Nancy Fike, director of Campus and Regional 

Development, at 509-358-7616 or nancy.fike@wsu.edu.

Join Our Team 
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P.O. Box 1495
Spokane, WA 99210-1495
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Pharmaceutical and 
Biomedical Sciences Building
Friday, December 6, 2013
205 East Spokane Falls Blvd., Spokane, Washington

Doors open at 1:10 p.m. 
Program at 1:30 p.m.
Building tours and reception to follow

Art dedication will follow at 4:00 p.m.

RSVP online at www.spokane.wsu.edu/pbsdedication

For more information 
email spokane.chancellor@wsu.edu 
or call 509-358-7504.

You are invited
to the dedication of the


